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Spartan City families get another chance in court
It 1 Ian I urner
Daily stall writer

looks like a ghost
to%%ii how an old Western. Windows
and doii. ale hoarded up with plyrr nod. -Rebuild Spartan City" signs
can still he seen behind a few panes
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university ’s ordeis. The three fain’
lies who remain are allowed to stay
pending litigation of a discrimination
suit that Spartan City residents have
filed against the university.
A hearing, scheduled to take place
at 9 a.m, today, will decide whether
the suit will go to trial. If it doesn’t,
the three families will be evicted.
None of them has any place else to
go.
"I live day to day right now, because I can’t deal with it any other
way:* said Leticia Gonzalez.
Gonzalez is a full-time teacher at
Alum Rock Elementary School and

’I live day to day right now, because I
can’t deal with it any other way.’
Leticia

Gonzalez,

Spartan City resident

is pursuing a master’s degree in special education. She is a single parent
raising an 8 -year-old daughter.
"If the hearing is tomorrow or last
week. I’m still going to school. I’m
still coming home to make dinner.
I’m still going to my classes," Gon-

zalez said.
"I have no choice. I can only cope
with so much and my priorities are
going through school, surviving, and
trying to maintain a stable lifestyle
so I can make my goals come true."
Kay Norton, a department secre-
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Staff protests
budget cuts

Doug

iggsy Sivertsen gives a speech during a demonstration for the Cal
Stale I. mplovees .Association Wednesday during the lunch hour. This is

Duran Daily

staff photographer

the second rally this month as the SJSU staff lights against a salary
freeze and other policies they consider unfair.

By ()mite Zapata
Daily stall writer
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Clark Library.
’Annie Dearest- and "Queen
Ann’’ were 1111111Cs the demonstratins
coined for Reynolds during the
test.
Their :whim g, as part nut
statewide moltili/ation
Actit
were planned ni each nit the lu
campuses and a demonstration Vn is
held at the CSU Trustees meeting ni
the Chancellor’s office in
Beach.
The chancellor’s budget includes
a wage freeze and increased parking
fees for non -faculty emplo%ees iii
remedy a budget deficit.
California State Employees’ Association Repiesentati% e Bob ’rota
nelli contends. hiss L’S Li. that the
(’SU budget has act nil ly increased
$49 million mei last )car’s.
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Faculty, students pleased with Engineering Building
Cheek
writer
Mat the construction of the
I Hy :Heeling Building has been completed. it’s time for the various derailments to move in.
k’ In’
Ilist getting things unked.
said Jay Pinson, dean of
hool ot Higineering.
1 he
engineering departments
stalled to urns e in Aug. 8. Classes
\role held in the building the first
ntis nil the school year. Pinson said.
AVe’le still a long way from
in ik
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is hat I should say is we’re try in sin% Re this semester. It
I take students long to move in
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$40-million facility designed to accommodate advances in technology

riot’s
"(hie mohlein %%.1111 tile old
ing

Ford Aerospace, Fairchild, General
Electric. Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
Rockwell, Tandem and Westinghouse.
Engineering students seem to appreciate the new facility.
Nabih Akkawi, a senior majoring
in electrical engineering, said the
building is "very nice and very comfortable.However, the building isn’t perfect, Akkawi said.
"The only thing they’re missing
in there is clocks." he said.
"There’s no clocks, so you can’t tell
the time."
"I think the building is good, but
it needs improvements regarding floral life,- said Domenico Milano, a

equipment, according to Pinson.
"I think they’ve done a good job
on most of the labs, he said.
The Engineering Building will he
formally dedicated at a grand opening Sept. 23 in the Engineering Conference Center.
It took three years to demolish
part of the previous building and
construct a new one on the same site,
Pinson said.
The project cost $40 million and
included renovations in the old Engineering Building along with construction of the new building. Pinson
said.
Various corporations and foundations donated lab equipment worth
$15 million. The donors included

senior majoring in industrial and sys
tems engineering.
He suggested putting plants in the
building.
"The building has a lot of light
and I think it would be great for
plants," he said. "It’s a perfect location."
Milano does not like the "white
boards" placed inside classrooms instead of conventional chalkboards.
He said he would rather have chalkboards because the pens used on the
white boards leave permanent
marks.
"It’s the neatest schoolhouse
around," said Robert B. Tranunell,
assistant to the dean.
He said he admires the building’s
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Dorm resident’s engine
smokes, burns in garage
By Sean Mulcaster

said.

Daily staff writer

Nowak’s 1983 American Motors
Spirit was in the middle of the fourth
floor driveway and posed no real
threat to nearby vehicles, according
to San Jose Fire Captain Jim Randall.
"It was a basic car fire," Randall
said. "There wasn’t much chance
that it was going to blow."
Nowak. an 18 -year-old freshman,
is just beginning to get used to college.
"What a day. I knew college was
going to be exciting, but I really
didn’t expect this," she said.
UPI) closed off both staircases on
the north side of the garage while the
fire was still going and reopened
them at 6:30 p.m., according to Gerald Young. campus security officer.
Nowak’s tar was burned throughout the engine compartment.
Despite the damage incurred to
her car, she kept a good sense of
humor.
"At least I got my money out oh
it. At first, I was really upset. It’s almost funny now," she said,

Kristie Nowak’s mechanic said
her car might "smoke a little hit’’
after she had it repaired last week.
It didn’t,
Instead. it smoked a lot and then
caught fire. What remained was a
melted mess and a bigger repair job
than she anticipated.
Nowak was returning to her dorm
room after work at about 6:15 p.m.
Tuesday when smoke began to billow from her car’s engine. Her car
was parked on the fourth floor of the
Seventh Street garage.
"My mechanic said it would
smoke a little bit. but that it was
nothing to worry about. I was going
to bring it in again next week,"
Nowak said.
"When I pulled around the corner
started to smoke so I
really
it
stopped. I got out of the car and
looked underneath and all I saw were
sparks.
"After that there was this big,
loud cracking sound and that’s when
I went downstairs for help," she

,10

Mark Sturtywn

Al Souta, a San Jose (It) fireman, estinguishes a
fire which erupted in the engine of a dorm resident’s

Daily stall photographer

ear parked on the fourth floor of the Sesenth Street
garage Fuesdas night.
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Letters to the Editor
Western ideology ignores rights
Edam,
In response to Gail Martino’s letter ’Resist Socialism" (Sept. I3). I would lust like to ask what %%ill it take
for you to see past the irrationality ot this Vk c rem
thought’
While you’re so worried about protecting the individual.s all to ads ance in society , people all o% er the world
are suttering the effects of this inhumane desire. Their
culture and land has e been stripped from them, depriving them of food. let alone indisidual rights.
This indecem s is a direct result of our affluent society stressing the indis ’dual. Go to Bangledesh. Indonesia or any other underdeveloped country and try looking
those people in the face who hate you for what we’ve
done to them, and tell them the’, have the "ability to advance in society on then (mil net ii
Ed C:
SuiiiiiiEc

County transit is lacking
Editor.
ssociated Students for
My congratulat lin, 10 111c
exploring alternatives to the pal k ing problem by negotiations with County Transit tor tree student 1,11, 1,asses
Himever, I don’t think the cost of riding count% transit is
the single issue.
I live in Gilroy and commute to SiSt tv1/4 o day s a
week. The first year I v. cm iii S.ISt’. I rode the 11.111,11
55 stem. My first class was on Futon] Street and I vy as
able to catch a bus that got me ii lass 15 minutes .ihead
of time. On the return trip home. 1 s is able to catch the
4:37 express bus %%filch got me into Morgan Hill in 45
minutes. I found the buses to be sciy clean and most of
the drivers to be pleasant and courteous
However, this year is a whole ditterent story . Trying
to get to my t lass trom the bus stop on hist and San Carlos to the Business cl.issrooms on Tenth Sheet in 10 minutes, has proved to he difficult. If I take an eadier has.
have to leave Gilroy one hour earliei and I %%as at SJSU
45 minutes early.
I drive now because ills quicker, more comfortable
and fits in better with my class schedule I park in the
Seventh and Humboldt parking lot and the shuttle drops
me off at Tenth Street in plenty ot time for my class
If County Transit wants to increase ridership. ma) he
they need to look at their routes, their time schedules,
and their pick-up and drop ort pomis around the campus.
think students aim Id certainly look ,tt the transit 55 stein
as an alternative sy stem if it were made a little more attractive and adaptable to the commuting student.
!As Orr
Senior
Journalism

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bi-monthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed, double
spaced and approximately 2-3 pages long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not he published. All columns
will be edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the I Lilly office in
Dwight Bentel Hall.

seems like an average college
graduate thin, with a pimple on her 22
year-old nose, and insecurity about her
future. But Andrea Dukakis is different. Next
year she may be living in the White House.
Last week, during a campaign sweep of
California, she stopped in San Francisco for a
college editors roundtable. Over powdered
donuts, she talked to me and six other
journalists.
She glanced disdainfully at the sugary
food.
Her gentle shyness belied the prominent
station she might soon hold. "My sister and I
spent our childhoods running away from
reporters." she admitted.
"I definitely don’t want to be a politician,"
she said. "Politics has to be something in your
blood... but it is not something I’d be good
at."
Dukakis sees her future in some form of
journalism, "but I’m really not sure what."
She had an internship at Woman’s Day
magazine after her 1987 graduation from
Princeton.
She

HARE YOU NOVJ OR HAVE NIDU EVER BEEN A MEMBER OF
A LIBERAL FRONT ORGAN IztvrioN

Letters to the Editor
Gentrification works
Editor,
Katarina Jonholt’s recent article is
appropriately titled. There is more
than meets the eye concerning the
problems of gentrification. homelessness and urban renewal.
There is certainly more to the
problem than the simplified arguments and solutions presented in Ms.
Jonholt’s article.
The problems facing this nation’s
urban centers are enormously complex. Many interrelated factors produce the problem we see in todays
cities and no simplistic solution will
make them disappear.
This nation’s infrastructure has
been deteriorating for many years
and is now in a state of ses ere decay
in many areas. The problem of infrastructure’decay has only been exacerbated by the imposition of rent
control.
The only way to reverse the decay
of our cities is to implement policies
based on common sense and not
emotions. Ms. Jonholt and others
propose policies that are not logically thought out. They are not consistent with human nature.
Ms. Jonholt proposes that the city
take over housing and form tenant
collectives to keep it up. It would be
nice if people cooperated in this
manner, but by looking at other lowcost housing, it is easy to see that
this is not the case. Oakland’s Acorn
Project was originally built to provide decent, low-cost housing, but
has subsequently become a toilet
waiting to be flushed: a haven for
drug dealers, pimps, and other criminals. The same pattern can be seen
in most other low-cost housing projects.
The only way that property can be
kept up is for the owner to make repairs. Ms. Jonholt’s statement depicting landlords as greedy misers
who do nothing for their tenants,
only shows her ignorance and extremism. Most landlords are fair
people, who would like to keep their
tenants comfortable while receiving
a reasonable return on their very
considerable investment.
Ms. Jonholt’s support for the people who prevented their landlord
from selling his house is irresponsible and is the equivalent of support-

ing stealing.
It is true that landlords often raise
the rent after major improvements.
but it has to be. Construction cost.
particularly the cost of labor has
risen tremendiously due to inflation.
The renovation of even a small
building can cost tens of thousands
of dollars.
We cannot formulate a policy to
cater only to the poor. Public policy
must serve the interest of the majority of citizens. Urban renewal.
which Ms Jonholt terms *gentrillcation.’ is meant to serve the middle
class, and stimulate the city’s economy.
Blocking such improvements does
not help the poor, it increases their
numbers by stagnating the economy.
The renewal of parts of Safi Francisco and San Jose, which Ms. !unbolt criticizes, has helped make
these cities economically competitive for the future. Stimulating the
economy and creating jobs helps the
poor raise their standard of living
rather than bring the standard of living of the rest of the community
down to that of the poor, which rent
control and ignoring urban decay do.
Let us ignore the extreme and support policy based on common sense
and tested principles rather than
emotions. Only by supporting such
C1-1111CS
policies can we improve
lives now and into the future.
Peter Mackenzie
U. C. Berkeley
Business Administration

Junior

A.S. powerless
Editor,
Does Terry McCarthy and the
A.S. board really think they can do
anything to keep CSU Chancellor
Reynolds from raising school fees?
This is nothing more than the usual
garbage flowing from these students’
mouths.
Doesn’t everybody remember just
how much the A.S. did to keep parking fees from going up’? And in that
case, it didn’t matter at all. The only
reason Terry McCarthy and the rest
of his flunkies are saying anything at
all is to make a token gesture. They
know as well as everybody else on
campus that they are powerless
against the chancellor. They should

just shut up and quit trying to get on
the front page of the Spartan Daily.
Jonathan Allen
Junior
Public Relations

Media is to blame
Editor.
Everyone is talking about the lack
of hard issue coverage by the candidates -- but it’s not changing. And
it can’t change. Because the news
media won’t let it change.
Political candidates are forced into
the position of abandoning issues in
favor of crude and misleading attacks at their opponents because
that’s all that fits into the thirty see time, slots allotted them on the
TV news, .That’s all the newspapers
see fit to print.
The most outrageous comment
made on a particular day is the one
that makes the news that night. Insults and misleading statements become the candidates’ only effective
means of exposure. And it is these
worthless comments that provide the
basis for choosing a presidential candidate for most Americans. I do not
but no wonder!
condone apathy
Even university students aren’t
listening anymore. But we have to
start listening, not to the commercial
news media, but to what is really
going on. As we become part of the
"educated" segment of the world
population, we take on a responsibility to help guide its larger population
toward well-being.
The President of the United States
plays an enormous role in the extent
ot its well-being. Citizens of other
countries care about who will run
our country, but they can’t vote. We
have to care, and we have to vote intelligently.
I believe that you, as the editor of
a university newspaper, have not
only a beautiful opportunity to put
out a paper that will help educate the
student population it serves, but a responsibility to do so. You have more
power than you realize, the power to
begin a worthwhile attack, an attack
on apathy. It all begins here.
Jennifer Vales
Junior
Behavioral Sciences

J)ukakis expects to be on the campaign
trail until November."It’s been quite an
initiation into politics," she said of her
year on the road.
She has run Dukakis-for-President phone
banks and organized volunteers, in addition
to her campaigning. "After November it will
be important for me to find something I want
to do." Then, adding as an afterthought.
"something that will help someone else, too."
Dukakis said the recent polls that show
Bush pulling ahead of her father "stress her
out. One of the things you have to learn is to
block the polls out of your mind. My dad is
good at it, I’m not."
She talked about her fairy-tale family life
"The only drawback was that there were
always people around." But she lacked the
idyllic demeanor to back up her words.
During the interview she nervously twisted a
purple ponytail holder in her left hand.
And the last family get together she
remembered was the Fourth of July. "We had
so much fun being together," she said

wistfully.
She doesn’t see her father much. "But we
talk a lot on the phone."
Despite her lack of contact with the
presidential candidate, his words rolled easily
off her tongue.
"The best defense is our own economic
prosperity," she said.
And she talked about the issues she felt
were important: education. AIDS and
nationalized medicine. She said our country
is one of the few without a national health
care plan; she hoped that would change after
the election.

Letters must hear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.

hen questioned about the loan program
W her father had proposed for middleincome students, she had to look at my
copy of the New York Times to find out
details.
Then she read sections of the story to our
group of seven, most of whom had read the
article.
"One of the hardest parts about all this is
representing someone else," Dukakis said.
"Even though I study the states’ issues. I still
end up reading things in the paper that my dad
said."
At times during the interview I wanted to
reach out and touch her hand, tell her she was
doing OK.
She steadfastly refused to give personal
details. Throughout the interview her love for
her father and belief in him came through.
"The key to winning is getting people to
register to vote," she said. "Because I know
the people want my dad to win, they just have
to get registered.
"We need someone for president who will
raise the standards of education, who doesn’t
neglect the moderate income students."
She may fear her father’s victory as much
as she looks forward to it.
"People think I’m deluding myself to
think I can have a normal life after he’s
elected. but I think it’s possible," she said
pushing her thick brown hair behind her car.
"We have to have faith that someone can
get in there and change things," she said. "I
don’t want to go into the ’90s and have fear of
nuclear war and inadequate chid care."
The experience made me glad to be an
American, glad lobe able to vote for Dukakis
and glad I wasn’t born a presidential
candidate’s daughter.

Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.

Dani Parkin is the policital editor. Her
colums will usually appear on Thursdays
unless she is kidnapped by wild-eyed
Egyptians.

Forum Policy
!
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.

SURGEON GENERALS WARNING:
Smoking Causes Lung Cancer
Heart Disease, Emphysema, And

Bnicen Bones.

Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters he accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors.
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Talking Heads
Do you think there is too much mud slinging in this
year’s presidential campaign?

Tri Nguyen, Senior, Double
Major: Philosophy and C
puler
Science ’ ’ Sure Mete has heen It %% ,is
even nastier after the Democi.in,
convention when the lkinociat.
asked. "Where v. a. George Bush
during the Contra at tan
It also
happened after the Republican convention regarding 1)an Quayle.
They’re not dealing lk ith the issues.
but more with patriot han.

Dean teaches nutrition to Chinese
By Sallie Nlattison
Daily stall writer
Nutrition could take on a vu hole
new meaning in the People’s Republic of China when Rose Tseng is finished there.
Tseng. dean of SJSU’s School of
Applied Arts and Sciences, tourrie)ed to China this summer to help
establish a nationwide nutrition edu,.111011 program. She headed a team
ml consultants who advised government officials oil the issue.
The program is designed to set up
some type of nutritional educational
sx ‘ACM within the ..-ountry, Tseng
said.
The United Nations, which sponsored the Nutrition Manpower Development Programme. specilically
requested that she SCIVC as the principal consultant.
"We ha’, e tO identify what kind of
courses they need. what types of
jobs there are to do, and identity the
people who would do this." Tseng
said.
Other members of the group were
Marion Wang of the University of
Georgia and 111/..ihe.th Dowler of the
London School of Hygiene and

Tropical Medicine.
The group met in Rome for a
quick briefing, then traveled by train
for 30 hours thrinigh a hot and humid
countryside.
The trip was the first leg of a
three-year plan to improve the physical and economic well-being of the
people by des elluping policies concerning nutrition and diet, according
to a U.N. document detailing the
program.
Tseng said she will ousel twice
more in the next two years to further
advise the Chinese government.
Twill: speaks fluent Chinese.
which helped make the mission successful, she said.
The visiting team seemed to impress the Chinese who devoted an
entire quarter page in a national
newspaper to an interview with
Tseng.
’Diet, nutrition, health
all are
important issues in China now.’’ she
said. noting that the four -page newspaper has the nation’s second-largest
circulation, numbering in the millions.
She said the article focused on the

Rose ’I seng
Iii, and Sciences
. . .
dangers of malnutrition. a prevalent
problem in China today.
"Mothers are not breast-feeding
their babies.- Tseng said. "Instead,
they are buying fonnula. because
they think anything Western is good.
In the meantime. theni,milk dries up.
When it is discovered that the formula is inferior or inadequate for

their babies, it is too late
One of the biggest problems
Chma taxes. according to I wry. is
xxesteriniation
-There are too many Western
ast fund places cunning in (to
CInnal.- she said "(Die (’hinese)
think anything SVesterri is good, but
what they die au. in
getting from
thisisatngti
high
tat ,rintent. high salt.
sugar
Franchises such as McDonalds
and Kentucky Fried Chicken are lou.ating in the communist country. although "right now there are only
one of each... Tseng said.
Many Chinese are still very naive
when it comes to muklern lute, she
added.
"They have never heard about
drugs." the dean said. "They have
never heard about alcohol. In a comers:mon with a high
school edit,. an A. she asked what sort
of social pioblems the Chinese faced
in schools.
said’There are no problems with
drugs. alcohol and crime in the
schools because thex don’t know
about these things.- the educator

SpartaGuide
I.isa Da% Mos, Graduate StuCredential
dent.
Elementary
"Yes. They are awiding the issues
and not focusing Ill M hal., important. They need to concentrate on
what makes a good presidential candidate.’’

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student. faculty and staff
organizations. hems Intly be submitted on rfOrms in the Daily office.
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208. but
i ill not be accepted over the phone.
Dcmilme ,for die next dal’i publication IN iitt(M.

Montalvo Room,
Amnesty International: Sleeting,
7:30 p in., S.U. Pacheco Room.
Tau Beta Pi: Meeting, 12:30 p.m..
Engineering Building Room 106.

TODAY
S.IS1. Ski Club: Sale of Breckenidge Colorado Trip. 9 a.m.-noon.
Student Union. For information call
288-9880.
(;ALA: Meeting/social, 4:30 p.m..
S.U. Costaiman Room. For information call 293-5273.
Career Planning and Placement:
Interview- Preparation. 12:30 p.m..
S.U. Umunhum Room. For information call 924-6033.
Math and Computer Science Department: Speaker, Dr. David Ellis.
4 p.m.. Maquarrie Hall Room 324.
For information call 924-5144.
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting. 3:30 pin., S.U.

Jeff Bell, Senior, Accounting
"Not yet. I don’t feel they have
started. So far it’s been tame. They
need to get angrier. They ’re onlyit
tacking each other’s parties. If I ha c
to choose between the three choices.
that being Dukakis, Bush and
Mickey Mouse. I’d definitely vote
for Mickey Mouse.-

Washington
Square
Federal
Meeting, noon.
Credit
Credit Union at Eighth and San Salvador streets. For information call
947-7273.
Rugby Football Club: Practice.
3:30 p.m., South Campus Rugby
Field. For information call 9989409.

5 p.m., 42 South First St. 1,1 mtor- Ballroom. For information call 9770473.
illation call 280-1860.
Delta Sigma Pi: A Dale Carnegie
Seminar. "Don’t ill’s’ sit there, do
something," 7 p.111 . S IL’ Almaden
Room. For information call 5597734.
Teachers
California
Student
Assoc.: Meeting. noon. Sweeney
Hall Room 331. For information call
-.’68-0 I 16

FRIDAY

Premedical Club: Meeting. 1:30
p.m., Duncan Hall Room 343. For
information call 629-6906.
Machu Picchu: Mexican Independence Day art exhibit and reception.

alld CO1111110

KTEH

Channel 54, 2:30
p.m. hit miormation call 924-3250.
India-Student Association: Bowling tournament. 2 p.m.. S.U. Games
Area. For information call 4463042.
Akhayan: Dance. 9 p.m.. S.0
.

iii’ \

kinkoss

the copy center
310S THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES:
8:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist
9:00 a.m. Adult Education

TWIZITE SHOWS BEGIN DAILY 919. ALL SEATS 3.50:

Christine Eves, Junior, Computer Science "Yes. A lot of what
they say is unimportant. They’re
bringing up issues of the past. and I
feel it irrelex ant.

103% 1: C:1111101

I. [Hiatt
Ii tx

Physics Department: Speakers, Joseph Becker and Ramil Yaldaei.
"Semiconductor Laser Spectroscopy.- 1:30 p.m., Science Building
Room 258. For information call 9245261.

Quality
Copies

The most profound exploration of an artist’s soul
ever to be put on film. VINCENT is an experience no
presumably civilized moviegoer can afford to miss!"

Weekday Eucharist
Mon -Fri 12:10 p.m.
Sat 8:30 a.m.

9:45 a.m. Church school
(Pre-School thru 12th grade)
10:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist

-Andrew Sams THE VILLAGE VOICE
The Episcopal Church within walking distance of
San Jose State University.
81 North Second St. at East St. John.

Judy Stone, SF CHRONICLE

293-7953

1

Federal court rules on regulations
for distribution of foreign films
The
LOS ANGELES (AP)
United States Information Agency
must rewrite rules that allow the
agency to brand a film documentary
as "propaganda" before it is exported. a federal judge ruled in declaring the agency’s current rules unConstitutional.
The ruling was hailed Tuesday hy
a largely liberal group ot mo% ie
makers that had brought suit against
the agency. accusing it tit hampering
foreign distribution of tilins.
The movie make’s. attorney,
David Cole, said the decision was a
rejection of a threat by USIA Director Charles Z. Wick to pull out of an

exchange
cultural
international
treaty if the courts rule against the
agency.
"(Wick) played his bluff and the
court didn’t take it." Cole said in :I
te lephone IIIWISIew from the New
Y.irk office. ot the Center for Con
stautional Rights, the public -interest
law
group that represented the
Ii m makers.
But the USIA. in a prepared
statement. said it remains committed
to the ideals of the cultinal ex, hange
treaty. called the Beirut Agieenient.
which expedites export of
dcemed to have educational. scienif lc or cultural value.

GRANDE PIZZERIA SPECIAL OFFER
ONE TIME ONLY

THE urE AND DEATH DP VINCENT VAN 601,11
WrslIon pialufwelmtail three.... PAM. com
A MIME tint.EAsE
Nartated 11, RIMY 111.1-

Grande is giving you the
best prices on delicious
pizzas. Plus you can keep
using the coupon until
each size pizza is boughti

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
STARTS TOMORROW!
294 3800
366 So I sl Si

LOOK FOR Granfrhornton
Accountants and Management
Consultants at the Career Exploration
Days on Tuesday September 20, 1988.
We would be happy to talk with you
and answer any questions you may
have about our firm.
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Small 2 item pizza $6.00
Medium 2 item pizza $7.00
Large 2 item pizza 68.00
X -large 2 item pizza $9.00

OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 9, 1988
SALES TAX NOT INCLUDED
L

GOOD FOR
TAKE OUT
ORDERS
ONLY

150 E SAN CARL‘)S ON THE CORNER OF 4th ST (408)292-2840

GOLDEN GALE UNIVERSITY

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
UniversityrCommunity
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)

.."111111111

Grant-Thornton II

Summer Fun Lasts
Through October at
Great America
Work weekends only in September and October
$4.50-$4.75 Fr Food Service, Sweepers and Ticket Sellers
$4.25-$4.50 For Games, Merchandise, Aides, Admissions
and Parking Lot.

SCHOOL OF LAW IS ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR JANUARY ADMISSION

IN

Begin as a part-time day or evening

student with option to become a
full-time student in autumn, 1989
Application Deadline: November 14, 1988
Applicants must take the LSAT no later

than October 1, 1988

PLUS-Enjoy Our Other Benefits
’Free Park Tickets
’Discount on County Transit
’Promotional Opportunities
Parlies, Dances

’Flexible Hours
’30% Merchandise Discount
Recreetionat Events
’Employee Cafeteria

Employment Office Open 7 days a week
2401 Agnew Road
9 AM -5 PM
Call (408) 496-0141
Santa Clara, GA 95054
or Apply in Person

(911 Mission College Blvd."

MEAT AMERICA.
FOE

FOR INFORMATION COUNSFLING
PHONE

(415) 442-7255

Excellence in Legal Education
Since 1901

-nW

Thursday. September 15. 198 81Spartan Daily
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Gilbert stresses defense
against undefeated Hawaii

Club emerges from cut track team
IS, lac Shess
Daily stall writer
It you can’t heat the team. Join
it. It there is no team. you start a

defense. said SoISI
Head CoaLh Claude ( ;Oho t
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!noels and Marion ran the 1.500
and 5.000.
We talked to some alumni
and ue real teed that someone had

thy foresees the 1 S
Board of
Directors allocating hinds from
the trust to the track.club.
"I would supp,,0 releasing
some of those monies to those

is (tying to till the sold left by the
eliiiimailtill of the track and field

last
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PARKING
PROBLEMS.
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6th & WILLIAMS
ONLY $30." per Month

he said

McCartliv said
Athlet

limidv

twin people who come Out to jog
and socialye to people who want

"Athletics is mild he tullk sup
portiie
it
endeakots.
those
Hoffman said.

members’

competitive

Jessett said the club is seeking
corporate sponsorship
"We ha e talked to people at
iillcahle and the General Hectic
liTgeis... he said
The Ii I
sir_icr’. are eloplm,Ces \%1Is

11111 at 5.151’ .ind pies

Scan
Daily lii writer

program and more recently \\ oh our
scores and
great perfor-

women’s,.. he said.
The SJSU women.s team captured
the 19/(7 NCAA team title.

mance. SJSU has nisi been awarded
pleat holmr tor having a teaill that
h_’iuilsu sit_nt Ii
comes up 5ith low

The 1991 NCAA championships
will he played June 5-% on the par
72. 6850 -yard course

seines.

Hills v, as designed by the
gush
mu lisle, I.
Robyn
Trent lones in
mil the championship Ices. the M is i cal old course

Ii
Mg

most

sports

numbers

high

spell

Poppy

itisili_il hilt

has a 75.2 ratin. a loimidble task
for the 186 -man field

is ilhm ill ankle limn k should akld more

Mem lismilainentv in the counti>
SiSl’ has been selected ;Is the 11051
sCI1001 lull 111t: 1991 NCAA 111C11.5
gull L hampionships at Poppy- Hill,

55 lii ImehaLket I lokd Foitest and
centel 1titliony (1allegos both listed

Gott Cows,: m Pebble Beach. Calif
San .lose State is delighted to he
chosen .is the host school for the
1991 championships. Athletic Di-

men.s team title and has 14
NUS
top -ten himshes.
"I think it is luting and vv ell -deserved that :UM’ hosts this competi-

as "pi,,Ivable" and ’lineman Mark
Viedeii,.-k still out. coacli (Iilbert Is
concei net] about muffles

rector RainiN Holtman said.
Our sehoo1 has a rich tradition in
collegiate golf. 1 list vv ith our men’s

tion at a coin se as challenging as
Popp!, Mills.’’ said Holtman. the
former golf cssaels it the l’imersitV

) y aids compared
’tilt
,u241, ill the
against N \1St’
Sheldon Canley ’s Ruin last %seek
Ins the lineup alto missing the /pole,
speed aiikl

icisatility

to an alleaklk
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FAT CAT’S

PIZZA ON WHEELS

,

t ru
1,
izjr- 4v-

16’

STUDENT

AND

FAST, FREE DELIVERY

FACULTY

Liter Coke and 1 Salad

Or $300 oft (with 3 toppings)
Free 2 Liter Coke
Or $2 00 Off (with 3 toppings)

SJSI’’s golf tiadition dates back to
\Oen the Spaitans won the

1948.

14’

Free 2 Cans of Coke
Or $1.50 Off (with 3 toppings)

12’ Free 1 Salad
Or $1.00011 (with 2 toppings)
Show SJSU ID For Specials

297-555

(7)

4

FROM 11AM TIL 1 AM

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP (" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
318

Mai ion said it \so. never his intention to substitute the club for
the track and field team.
Its not .1 substitute because
of the Imitate ot it... !Marion said,
el erring to the tact that there is ill
init he a paid coach to super’. ise
club meinlvis
The Inn
iiigani/ational merlin,. IS ’,CI Ii is p.m.. Sept. 20 at
!Ill
Vittletic ()flices.

6PM, SAT SAM - 4 PM

01

1;111(1.
.I Ills 101.11-1Iaincril Is lecognized as

one ot the outstatiditT amateur tourcountrk
said John
naments in tcnI
%Mkt. cIi el eseciiiive off icer of the
Northern

C:ilifornia

Golf

Associa-

tion.
Its an equal it) the 11.S. Amateur. On a good course, this is the ultimate test...
SJSU has had two individual
champions. Morgan Fortrell in 1945
and Terry Small in 1964. The Spartans also have also had 10 golfers
finish ttt the NCAA top ten and 26
All AnteriCa rutsart.1%.
This event v., ill he the second time
SJSC has hosted a NCAA championship. SJSU also hosted the 14112
NCA A W0111e11.5 fencing chailipionship.

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENT ASSISTANTS
’Earn University Credit
’Earn While You Learn
’Work Up To Twenty Hours Per Week
LEARN ABOUT:
’Disabilities
’Psychology
’Speech Therapy
’Teaching

120 E SAN CARLOS ST

TUES - FRI. 9 AM -

Clatk had coached SJSU track
and field lot eight seasons. lie
\vas the head coach for the past
loin years.

HELP DISABLED CHILDREN

SPECIALS

OUR PIZZA I THE CAT’S MEOW
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

team
"Tias k is still big in this part
Oat It said.
ol the count]

SJSU to host golf championships

PICK UP APPLICATION FORMS FROM:
’Career Planning and Placement Center
’Division of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services Office,
Room 204, Sweeny Hall

10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

South

vt,rt.,07

10 % off Nexxus Products

OPEN 7 DAYS

727-8515

Hill

man calls the ton motion ot a ti.ick
club on campus "a fine idea...

.481 E. SAN CARLOS

Information Please Call

"We tried in a

The club is ill have different
skill levels he continued.
"There si ill be various levels,

Any Size’ Free 1 Can of Coke

I it

sports.

The Spartan golf program is being
rev,:iided tor below par evcellence
unit one ot the most preidiiis,
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Quarterback \Vitriol Jones is a
threat to run rile has Ito y;trds, second on the team) or pass. completing
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McCarthy said that A.S. has
$117.000 set aside in ;1 11 list for
minor athletic progi:inis McCar-

cut

competition. hut .levvett and Mar
ton hope that it the,. :ill ihate it tIm
The Athletic. Congiess. it is ill sal

Sattuday

ships

Jewett and Marion, both 25.
were former runners at SJSU.
Jeuett ran the 5,000 and 10,000

Ma,

Ill compete... Jo., ett said.
.Frack club members will not
be able to participate in NCAA

The defense played ii ell at
\letmis. hill 1110 did not play %sell

about
the
feelings
mation because it will
not he a hill substitute tot former
track and held athletes still on
’looked

lawsuit and tailed."

squad

to take the initiatike and gike
something hack to the univ em
say
Jewett said.

11’51 1

te.ole, Tor net

inisly dimmed to the Spartan it
and tield program
Marshall (Ink. assistant athlacilities has
etic directoi m

( 1.11k added that the club could
pros Me those saute athletes with
a place to u ork out.
"I admire Frank Jewett. Scott
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Their purpose is to help fill the
void left when the Spartans. nail,

"I think Ms u gicat idea. hut
there is not a is hole lot the students can do ti ensure that athletes can OUllpete in NCAA
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Jewett
Scott Marion, organiied an SJS1.’
track club for men and women.
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P‘lion the NILE
SAN JOSE OASIS’
1st YEAR ANNIVERSARY PARTY

Back to School
25% off Everything

-A-, .7,
leg4

Package Price
IAN, IN

Si2.,
66

Couch
Bed

T

408-298-8422
Mi 9
Sal 10 530

Sun 12

1 rici flu lobe, I

Then come to
CA LIFORNIA

408-294-7773
Ogir.

MORE SUPRIZES

6
6

31 W San Fernando
San Jose

San Jose

FIIIE EATER

12 6 6

WIN A TRIP TO EGYPT
andDON’T FORGET!

SAN JOSE ART
Bascom

74

register tonight to....

Drafting Supplies

S

EGYPTIAN DANCERS

n

Stats and Halftones

481

7

FREE ClIANIPAGNE AT
MIDNIGHT

3 Position Frame
imunger

Graphic Art Materials

it Our way of saying thanks 2 u

DOUBLE 159
QUEEN S 189

Stock up Now and Save!

Art Supplies

NO COVER TONIGHT

S 129

M

5

5

Valid %rodent 1.11. Required

916 S. Bascom
San ,jose, CA.95I28
hi South of 280
(408) 293-3355

EGATITIAN COSTUME CONTEST
so... dress like an Egyptian
21 and over only please

FUTONS

will he there 7-11 pm

and discover
superior quality
and service
200

NORTH FIRST ST. SAN JOSE 292-2212

Spartan DitilyiThUrsday. September

I 5.
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Tyson’s out-of-the-ring image Therapy required for Krukow
could keep advertisers away
I.RANcisco (Ali,

SAN

\

NEW
champ

YORK

I Al)

Biking

Mike Tyson’s

image

has

taken some lumps outside the ring
in the past few

weeks, and some

advertising consultants say it may
cost

him

commercial

lucrative

work.

tor his work.

ads,

that

the champ took a soft drink

from

the

tell

igerator

wife. actress Robin (

"Nobody

wants

ht
I

customers they

lose

the

hi’.

The

;ids

were

Pepsi Cola Co.

way

mouths

10Se

CUSTOIllel s .

said

who heads
ads uses advert IseIs 011 sign
celebrities for commercials
Since dispatching
Mut:hael
Spinks in a 91 -second bout Tor the
heavyweight
champit rush ip in
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A free checkiii1;a:count from San Francisco Federal Sin ini2s could he all the financial
aid you need
There are no per check charges No monthly service charges. No access charges for our
automated tellers. And, you can open 5.111r account ft Sc as little as $50.
’6101 also find that we have a Timely Teller ATM right on campus. Which means that
our free checking account fits easily into tough class schedules.
Of course, the hest part it the program could he the application forms
They’re simple. So Vol] can devote your time and energy to the more difficult task that
lies ahead.
Writing [limit. tor money.
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Film documents Dallas killing
I III 1151
I ht..
I Is cutt.inql ot Iis N10111,
I 111C null Se1111 1111:15
thin
%I’111
111101101
spine.
,1111\11 11.111
Anti liii thc tips 01 you1 toes
lhat is. unless they ’se Linen
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engiissing
stylistic.
11/41itios’
siitte’s
.nonliction leatine Iiliui
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111111111i, WO 10142
!he hint maker is It uttt to cleat,:
a documental that %%ill hold the
Aunt attention span ot the .1%o:we
itch.. he toes a
tie ’celiac(
little too h,ui
I t. eytent that
,11c

me ye’ s clement, that wetc intended
si diamatize ilw him have the
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ot slow iii.’ the pace
Still. -Bloc I ilk.- It (Sell %with
seeing
haunting sound ii a. k 1-+
Gl.p, dud thu,. skilltul use of
dups loom okl Wm. make it a unique
,mnitunwu ti, Is genie
ht. IMInethate tillt’shon laised by
the tiliti. though. is yy hat gone ii Ills
iii

Mitainav pioduytions compares it
to l’runian Capon.... "In Cold
1411"d" 1" its 11101110tional material,
hut this isn’t really an appropriate
compai ’son
’apote perloi neil emensise re ,C.11,11 html 1 t.1 WIC
then teen-

larianne 1 cone port 1-.1% s Officer Teresa Turko

as led it in a nos el- like Imolai. While
"Blue Line- does contain several
diamatic reenactments, it consists
mainly 01 interviews.
Mans docuinentaries use dramatizations. so this device alone isn’t
enough to tout the film as the foundation ot a new genre.
Its easy to understand why Mira max doesn’t 55 ant word to get out
that "Blue Line’. is a documentary.
"I>ocumentary
is actually a Latin
word meaning "box office death.
The film is an examination of the
trial and conviction of Randall
Adams. who was sentenced to death
b% a Dallas. court for the murder of a
pmiliee officer. Adams’ sentence was
later commuted to life imprisonment. and he has already served I I
years.
Morris as much as proves that
Adams is innocent, using interviews
with biased police officers and witnesses for the prosecution who were
obviously. unreliable. At the same
time he exposes the seamy underside
of Texas culture, with all its racism
and right wing sell -righteousness.
In order to distance the film from
typical documentary style. Morris
does not use a narrator. Instead interview s ale spliced together in a story
toonat, %%ith new people appearing
111 ihe same order that they became
in% olved in the actual events.
( hi the one hand this device gives
the film a more fictional, new journalism teel On the down side, it can
be seI Ii ustrating to the viewer.
’ertain important pieces of information are left out and certain people
%% ho Me crucial to the story are not
Intel s iew ed
I:yen if these people are now dead
oi inlay ,ii able for comment, the
% lex% en should at least be told what
happened to them.
The ’mist controversial aspect of
the film can be seen in the lobby outside the theater. At nearly all the Items V4 here "Blue Line- has
plrycd. tables have been set up with
pctioons addressed to the governor
ot Tevas. requesting that he grant
Adams a retrial. According to Camera 3 manager Pain Kelly. a New
York run of the film produced more
than I MOO signatures.
Whethei this type of "trial by
min ie" is appropriate, is up to the
indi% idual film -goer but there is no
question that Morris presents compelling evidence that Adams does
deserve a new trial.
"The Thin Blue Line" is playing
on a limited run at Camera One, loaied at lob S. First.

Emo eager to perform for ’intelligent people,’
brings unique brand of humor to SJSU campus
Nlar Hayes
Daily matt writer
Fmo Philips says the universe is
like coleslaw
’Chopped cabbage represents
mankind. the mayonnaise is the
loving force ot God holding us all
together. and I’m the chipped-oft
mouse head at the bottom of the
howl. After all, you do need your
protein.’’
Philips’ philosophies :nein seiy
typical, hut nothing is typical
about this natlonally-acclanned comedian, who is performing at 8
p.m.. tomorrow in Morris Dailey.
Auditorium.
With his funk % clothes, Prince
Valiant haircut, and very bizarre
sense of humor. most other comedians pale in comparison.
"Tell the students the can arrange to get credit tot coming to
my show, either in abnormal psychology or inedie%.il hygiene." he
says in his halting. childlike sot,:
during a phone inters ley, Monday .
Philips is a I I’ %ear yeteran ot
comedy, although it doesn’t seem
like much more than a decade. he
reflects. After seven y eats on the
Emo Philips is scheduled to appear tomorrm% night
club circuit he rose to the top v. ith
five appearances on the I ate Night and do I always fly to help them? to Friday’s show. Does he like perwith David Letterman show and a
forming in front of college stuesely on,: is religious now dents? A lot more than he likes
profile by People Maga/me.
"They tell Me I’ll he on the :111(1 then, unless you’ie a game performing behind them, he says.
David Letterman show again and ’,husk host
"I
like
college
students.
lime 01 Ins Inggest (-oncerns is They’re some of the most intelliagain, when the shows are repeated.- says Philips.
the ens nonment. tics says that gent people in their age group."
College girls make great grouPhilips s’, ill also appear on Fri- 1)01110cl:its ale like his grandday Night Videos alto Friday ’s mother. ihey ’re hi ruin (lead. hut pies, he says. But lately, he’s been
show. He will he doing a Special then hearts :ire still heating lint at unsuccessful in that area.
Olympics tribute, he sa% s
least they cafe mow alumt the en"Right now, I have 65 -year-old
Philips was horn in ( Incago.
s ’liniment than the Republicans.
Polish washer women as grouwhere he now I’s es. He %\;IS
\ ci
-lint I still ilon’t kilos\ \slim’ I’m
pies.’’
he complains.
really consideled the class clown. going to smite liii in the picsitlentual
He sass another problem is that
but he c.amis he %%as know ii as the eleition The’te hoth sit :.ttotl."
other
comedians
steal his jokes all
class trapeze artist bet:aust: he Nip, he vuseo;n:k.
the time.
suspended 1[0111 1010111 ,11 lunch.
"But no.
. I’m invtt
"I never had good luck with tea
mtkh mit unt.lepoutticni . nil the
"But I don’t really mind if they
,.’hers.’’ he says. "Once a icachel most umpoutant Itturn2 us a strong steal my jokes, because I just steal
asked me if I were an animal. us hat and flee 111c, I 1kt! I homas Jetthem hack with the improvements.
kind of animal would I like to he . I terson said. I’d lathe’ hose a It’s kind of like gaining interest."
said a 75 -foot long tapeworm in nes\ spatter %kith no gmernment
Is there anything that F.mo
her colon."
than a 1...ttet-nitient us iii no nevk
would like to say to SJSU students
Philips rarely slips 1/111 11I Chill - !tape’. lint most ol all. 1(1 rather to encourage them to come to toacter while answering questions, his i my eight slase 1111,11V1SCS: monm% ’s show’? Just one thing, he
although his tokes are often sea
-1.11,11",, ?Cali!, \N ILO he sant. you says.
soned with ideas about religion, k nos( . hetore they altered the
’No matter how gloomy their
society and politics
IC
lives are, no matter how depressed
l
"I’m not really a ic4lous perlimitniost1,1. all. l’hilnys is a co
they are, at least I’ll make
son," he says. "Do I love others rnedittn. rind he’s liwoking hirward money.’’
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The American Express Card is a hit vinually
anywhere you shop. front Los Angeles to
London. Whether you re buying books. baseball
tickets or brunch So during college and after,
ifs tlw perfect way to pay for iust about
everything you’ll want

How to get
the Card now.
College is the first
sign of success. And
because we believe in your
mential, we’ve made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American Express Cant right
110Y: -eVell without a job Or 3
credit histon So whether you’re an
underclassman, senior or
grad student look into
our automatic approval
offers For details pick up an
application on campus. Or call
-800-THE-CARD and ask for a
student application.

The American Express Card.
Don’t Leave School Without It’

"Northern Californians are
finding out that car insurance is
no problem at Public:’
Randy Cross
On The Road For Public Insurance

Tickets, an accident, no prior insurance. . It’s No Problem!
Public offers low rates, payments spread over 12 months and
you can charge your first payment.

1-800-345-1995
CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE
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A.S. critical of salary freeze
By Stacey De Salso
stag writer
A unanimous resolution, critical
i it the recent suspension of staff pay
raises, was adopted Monday by the
\ cademic Senate
The sense -of -the -senate resolution. winch will go to the state government and California State University chancellor and trustees. calls the
suspension "a serious breach of faith
hetween the state of California and
its conscientious, dedicated staff."
CSU Chancellor Ann Reynolds
suspended the merit salary adjustments for staff in July in response to
a state revenue shortfall of more than
$1 billion.
Staff members later picketed
SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s
"Ice Cream Social" on Aug. 24.
The 48 -member Academic Senate
adopted the resolution unanimously.
hut not before amending it by deleting the CSU chancellor and trustees
from the claim of "breach of faith."
Instead, the resolution mentioned
only the state government.
Although the Senate approved the
amendment. Academic Senate Chair
Wiggsy Sivensen criticized in it
comments after the meeting.
"I think the administration was
wrong in trying to soften the
statement to the chancellor and trustees," Sivensen said.
"Everybody likes to say how the
CSU has provided $16 million in the
past for staff salary increases. she
said. "But I believe the chancellor
and trustees are responsible for the
suspension anyway.
Academic Vice President Arlene
Okerlund. who represents the administration on the Senate. said she
thought that it was proper to amend
the resolution.
"We said that the staff merit salary increases should be funded by
the state of California. and we said
that unanimously," Okerlund said
Daily

Tuesday.
"Anytime you have a problem.
you identify the source of the problem. not the peripheral agencies or
factors.’ she said."I beliese that the
men’ salary adjustments should haw
been funded by the state of California. but the facts are that they were
not.
The quality of education in the
CSU system would have suffered
had the chancellor’s office funded
the adjustments. according to Okerlund.
She said she thought the chancel.

’There is no
question that staff
members deserve
merit raises.’
Arlene

Okerlund,

academic vice president

lor decided to suspend funding because CSU landing for students is
down this year.
"While it is true that there is more
money in the CSU budget, there are
also many more students this year."
Okerlund said."The result is that
there is an actual decrease in cash
dollar per student this year in the
face of inflation.’’
Okerlund said an enrollment increase of 2.9 percent, coupled with a
0.8 percent increase in net general
funding, has resulted in a 2 percent
decrease in net cost per student.
The decision to suspend funding
was one "the chancellor’s office had
to make.’’ she said.
But Sivertscii. who is an &1St T

counselor, said she disagreed with
Okerlund on that point.
"I think it’s irresponsible for people to infer that to pay the merit step
increases is going to punish the students in sonic way:. Sivensen said.
Staff salaries. she said, should not
be "held up as sacrifices on the altar
of student needs.’’
Sivertsen said the CSU system has
a S4.6 million Meritorious Performance and Professional Promise
Awards program that could have
been sacrificed to fund the merit increases.
The program grants Isonuses at the
end of the year to certain faculty at
the 19 CSU campuses, Sivensen
said.
"That program could have gone
to staff and it wouldn’t have cost students anything." she claimed.
Okerlund said she wasn’t "terribly committed" to the program.
But she also asked. "Is it not robbing Peter to pay Paul?
"I just think it was a wrong decii
sion on the part of the state." she
continued. "There is no question
that staff members deserve merit
raises.’’
Morale among staff employees remains low. Sivertsen said.
"How can our staff feel good
about this place if they go home and
aren’t able to provide their children
with the things they need?" she
asked.
"The bottom line is that we all
have to do a better job in making taxpayers recognize that if they want us
to educate their children, they damn
well better dip into their pockets,"
Sivensen said.
Other Academic Senate rest ill’
(ions passed included two endorse
ments of substance abuse prevention
programs
The Senate endorsed President
Gail Fullerton’s creation of "a permanent Substance Abuse Committee" at SJSU.

Freeze: Staff holds another protest
Fram page 1
He chastised Reynolds for denying pay raises for support staff while
maintaining faculty salaries.
Parking fees for support staff have
also increased from $7.50 to $18 per
month. Faculty parking fees will remain the same.
"The CSU administration preaches lily-white equity and practices
discrimination." he said.

It
so class-cOlISCIOLIS... sald disrupt classes.
Some employees said they saw the
Lorene Sisson, a Clark Library asst.denial as an extension of Fullerton’s
tant at the demonstration.
The organizers delayed the dem- perceived lack of support for their
onstration by 15 minutes while concerns.
searching for a public address sysDan Buerger. executive assistant
tern. They had ordered sound equip- to the President. said, "President
ment. but just before the demonstra- Fullerton has expressed sympathy
audio-vispal for their situation, but those deciSJSU
the
tion.
department said it could not he deliv- sions were made at the state level.
ered because the noise level would She can’t change that."

An afternoon with the soaps

.,I

TIT ,

r:

Brian Baer
Jean Franceshi fielti. a junior majoring in health
science. watches her favorite afternoon SlItIl)

.

Daily stall photographer

opera with senior Charlene Jones, also a health
science major, outside the student union.

El Dorado County jury declares murderer sane
PLAC’ERV 11 I 1 I \Pi
Herbert the counnionI
Coddington as sane w hen he sesa
coddington. a
2.111’, and fondness for disguises. y, As conuallv assaulted in
strani.ilcvl then chic! ly chaperones. victed Aug. 11 of the sht iiics it
an Id I head County Superior Court Reno modeling agency In111e) \
jury decided Wednesday.
belle Martin, 67. and Dorothy
The nine- w on ian. three-man panel Walsh. 69. The two. chaperones for
reached the serdict following less a pan ot young female models from
than 3 and i hali hours of deliber- Martin’s agency . ss ci e strangled iii
May 1987 in Coddingion’s South
ii iii’.ItS el In tt din, S. L111111tIlliiing
the lentItt Inur. Lake Tahoe mobile home.
the ’,Milt!. 1,11.1se
Codding.ton. posing as a wealthy
der trial 1 he pendltv phase_ at
tolijlaili. es. video producer from Georgia. lured
which jinisev inois
peeled to seek the death penalty was the vs omen and gels to his home by
set to begin later Wednesday before pretending to make an anti -drug videotape. But when the four arrived,
Judge Terrei
.
he killed Martin and Walsh, then imshiiok
Coddington. 29.
his head prisoned the girls in a specially built
and stared at the Eli iii as the verdict chamber in his bedroom, where he
was read. His parents sat silently in sexually assaulted them over a twoi

day period.
The youngsters. then aged 12 and
14, were freed after FBI agents traced a license plate and raided Cod di ngton’s home.
Coddington pleaded innocent by
reason of insanity. During court tesninon . defense psychiatrists said
Coddington explained during medicallithat he had received
is itrll.Li.21’
11,;’
from God.
His defense lawyers. Steve ’Lipson arid Rick Meyer, told the jury in
closing arguments Tuesday that their
defendant was mentally ill, and had
suffered a steadily deepening emotional collapse in which he received
messages hum God through traffic
lights.
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Builcyng: Engineering departments move
From fume I
and a $500.(NK) Stratus computer donated by a graduate trom the School
of Science.
The aerospace laboratory has a
wind tunnel and a smoke tunnel to
study effects on model airplanes.
The lab for the Center of Electronic Materials and devices has a
"clean room- where students can
learn how to process semiconductors
for computers.
"We will make semiconductors
for education, not as a
Pinson
said.
"Fhe clean room is a "room inside
a room- with its own air-conditioning and heating systems to make
conditions clean enough for semiconductor production, Pinson said.
A student lounge area on the second floor will have tables, chairs and
soda machines. Also on the second
f him is a conference area that opens
mill au outside balcony.
Its another extension of the
building.- Pinson said. "It’s really
nice to have the openness through
the area. On the first floor, an auditorium
with a 220-person capacity will be
open to everyone at SJSU. Pinson

Kara Natal’

1, worker paints the bolt
s or the pillars in front of
the new Engineering Building. yi Inch cost it40
to complete. 1 he building is I. -shaped. with the
main entrance at a corner facing the Student t nion.

Now that a new school year is
under wav we have an idea that’ll
make Nth %Am and your parencs

He explained that this was done
partly by covering the outside of the
building with ceramic tiles. Dickson
said they "give a sense of scale as
you get close to the building.
"One of the things that we felt
was important for the engineering
department was a sense of humanity." he said. The design made
"gestures’. toward scale, public
space and specifically natural lighting.
The designers were looking for "a
sense of order. of organization,"
Dickson said. They accomplished

this by A (irking with the propoi,
and y isual cowl ttttt ty ol the build
Even the colors used were y
neutral and not terribly hal sl
Dickson said.
The engineering faculty mend,:
experimented when they planned 0.
building. Pinson said.
"I think a majority of our laculf,
seems to Ix. yery well .pleased.- tie
said. "Well, they should Iv besans,
e had’
they were involved
lot of input in regard to the
their tabs.’! don’t think there’s anodici
gineering school in the United Sidi,
with the capability for engineei
education that we have at San .1..
State.- Pinson said. "It’ll be 114,111
ffireirxiiibiailniytyy,e.ars to come relati ti
Randy Barnes, one ot the
contractors who built I
said that putting up thetl c
building presented no maim pw’
lenis.
Barnes said he was proud of
construction quality.
"I think we did a pretty
lob," he said.

ii.

Daily staff photographer

Classes have been held in the building since the first
arious engineering departday ill the Nuriiicstcr.
ments has e been moving into the new facility since
the beginning of iigust.

Doug Duran -

Daily staff phologli+Plit ’

Professor Jay Pinson, dean of engineering, gives a tour of one of the new labs

Get A’s and B’s for your parents,
and a CD for yourself
Try a Macintosh today-you
may win a Sony Discrnan.

said He ...lid the Iconic hall
"self-contained- and has separate
bathrooms that can be used when the
rest of the Engineering Building is
closed.
The building is I. -shaped. with the
main entrance at a conicm lacing the
Student Union. The entrance is
cursed to highlight it, said Kip Dickson. one of the building’s two architects.
"The round form obviously is to
call out the main entrance of the
building." Dickson said. "We tried
to keep a %CM& of propornon.’’
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even if you miss out on
the CD player, you may

Downtown San Jose’s Hottest new Nightclub for,
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Dancing Nightly Wednesday - Sunday, 7pm to 2am
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still win one of IS Apple
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--jUSt fill out a registration
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U.S. monitors Soviet test
SEMIPALATINSK,
U.S.S.R.
(AP) - U.S. experts for the first
time monitored a Soviet nuclear test
explosion Wednesday at this long secret testing ground in the republic
of Kazakhstan, the official lass
At 100 to 150 kilotons, the blast
had forces several times more powerful than the bomb that devastated
Hiroshima. Japan, at the end of
World War II, lass said.
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The Hagfors Observatory of the
Swedish Defense Research Establishment said it measured the explosion at 50 to 150 kilotons.
Buried in a hole more than 2,000
feet underground, the nuclear explosion was not expected to have a noticeable impact at the observation
site about 30 miles from the site in
the vast, sparsely populated region
1,700 miles east of Moscow.
"The radiation situation in the region of the test and beyond the
boundaries of the test site is normal," lass reported after the blast at
8 a.m.

l’ae.c 9

’The radiation
situation in the
region of the test
and beyond the
test site
boundaries is
normal.’
- Tess news agency
Sophisticated American sensors
planted just over 10 yards from the
device itself and five seismic sensors
each in the United States and Soviet
Union were designed to gauge the
force of the blast.
The verification techniques were
expected to lead the U.S. Senate to
ratify two long-pending treaties limiting the size of underground blasts.

David Rose

Snaky
7, 5oni 0., ety niuSE.AN 0
Lass MuKLDER,CD AKIO MY
LIFE IS IN S.AtAIISLCS
-..,

The Joint Verification ExperiV
ment, which included a similar blast
---.09.---.
- 4_
at a U.S. testing range at Pahute --"*"...’’’.-f
Mesa. Nevada, a month ago, marks
a turning point in the two superpowers’ nuclear test policies.
*
The top-secret experiments always have been off limits to scientists from the other side. who were
forced to rely on data gathered at
great distance to determine the force
of underground explosions.
Both sides accused the other of Skibblefritz
exceeding agreed -upon limits, and
fluoiN CAPPW
the United States balked at ratifying
the two treaties from the 1970s until MOLE’S GUM’ RR
it could monitor explosions close up.
1,AMIZ
The Soviets, who have been campaigning for an end to all nuclear t’Uf
testing, agreed earlier this year to go
r1If:>
along with on -site measurement.
5POM
An American team of up to 40
specialists has been working at the
test site since April to drill a hole
parallel to the Soviet test hole and
plant the Cortex hydrodynamic measuring device.
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HAYWARD (AP) - A mother
charged with child abuse for dressing her 7 -year-old son as a pig is
being treated unfairly by a judge’s
gag order, her attorney said,
Mary Fiergamasco, 28, of Hayward, was to appear Tuesday in San
Leandro-Hayward Municipal Court
for a pretrial hearing on the misdemeanor charge stemming from the
June 28 incident in which she
dressed the boy as a pig and put him
on public display to teach him a leason about stealing.
The hearing was delayed for medical reasons, said Bergamasco’s attorney, William O’Connor.

"She’s been to the hospital two or
three times and it appears to be
stress-related," he said.
Flergamasco spent Monday on the
witness stand in her custody battle
with the county and the boy’s father,
Russell Baptist. in Superior Court in
Oakland, O’Connor said.
The boy is in a foster home. Judge
Jacqueline Taber ordered the hearing
closed and issued a gag order preventing the attorneys from commenting publicly on the case.
O’Connor’s boss, Melvin Belli, is
representing Bergamasco in the custody hearing, which was continued
until Friday.

Bergamasco, a single mother, is
accused of putting a home-made pig
nose on her son, tying his hands behind his back, and placing him outside their Hayward apartment. She
told police she was trying to break
her son’s habit of stealing. Her 1 year-old daughter and the boy have
been in county foster homes since
Bergamasco’s arrest.
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after two radio stations agreed to air
a statement asserting his goal was
"peace in Lebanon."
He surrendered moments later.
shortly before 2 p.m. No one was injured.
The unidentified gunman, who
had described himself as "a local
person of Lebanese descent," was
armed with an AK -47, an automatic
rifle that is standard issue in Communist countries, said police It.
C.M. Schesventer.

Police negotiated by telephone
with the man, who had claimed two

Taber’s order went against Belli’s
wishes, O’Connor said.
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Tuckemuck Square Shopping Center." the statement read. "There
have been no injuries. Negotiations
are proceeding. The hostage -takers
have so far been cooperative.
They’re holding an undetermined
number of people. The hostage-takers’ goal is peace in Lebanon."

units Call Ogg 01 206-0813
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Bloom County

"We argued it really was unfair to
her that she got all this national press
coverage long before we even came
into the case," he said.

armed companions, but police
learned from freed captives there
was only one gunman.
The II captives - nine military
personnel and two civilians - included a high school senior enlisting
in the service, said Schesventer.
The U.S. Armed Forces RecruitHostages began coming out, alone
and in twos, about every 10 minutes ing Center is in a shopping center
that
includes 30 stores. All were
shortly after radio stations WRNLAM and WRXL-FM twice aired a evacuated.
message at the gunman’s demand
Local and state police carrying auaround noon, said Marianne Jen- tomatic weapons ringed the area.
nings, news director at the stations.
The shopping center is in a heavily
"There is a hostage situation at developed commercial strip.
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Lebanese gunman frees hostages unharmed
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - A
gunman took II hostages at a military recruiting station Wednesday
but freed them unharmed hours later
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Cadets
Prom ’,doge I
and a rank structure to make the prolike a police departgram
ment... Dourov said.
The SJSU Police Cadet Program
is designed to educate and instruct
students interested in a law enforcement career. It also serves as a "testing ground.’ for cadets to decide it
they really want to do police work.
"I was always interested in 1.1v,
enforcement. but I wasn’t sure it was
what I wanted to do. The cadet pro
grant has given me an idea about
what police work is really like."
Cadet Andrew Wong said.
The program is primarily a volun
leer organitation, but there are opportunities to get paid.
Cadets must work at least 12
hours without pay each month. But
when working at campus events such
as football, basketball, volleyball or
soccer games. they are reimbursed.
Cadets also help during dances in the
residence halls, graduation and other
special campus events.

Greg Walton Dady staff photographe
Police cadets Tim (’arli deft) and Andrew Wong explain Si P1) procedures to industrial de.
sign tudt.nt
larc 14/epczynski.

Student radicals hurl fire bombs,
but miss the Olympic torchbearer
-1 . South I. -ea (AP) The
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Gaiiies showed siyii t fulfilhm! Me ant lent dream ol he mg a
als ,t to I r entIship among I 1.c
h
Ind the I lames’ traditional
neal..1 also became a target of hie
IN mil,’, nom student radicals.
imins ;is 50 fitehombs were
Mims ii ii a I Illiller Carl), ing the torch
in the southern outskirts
tit s ttei a anesses reported. Police
sit the flaming missies
said
aiiion
yams away.. hut the
Isept Its pace and no one Nati
hill I

Foreign Minister
Choi Is ssalqi soo said. meanwhile.
ties
lelatli,11, with
Hungary,
that
list us’ ot the Oly limits. may be a
breaktliiiiiieli to ties with the Soviet
hloc.
"We hope this will also provide
its
a momentum for a better
ielatioushin is ith NOT Its KOIC:1:’
el.lthills
1Ole 1 peilin..!
Chi 11 ’,lid
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1111 01111111111111i lit11112.11
51.1 ear lies
Seoul .% as spinning \slat activity
leatitin2 tip it, Saluiday 5 opening of
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Itmll teen thin’ t. ewe! . and 111111- tics
Hui.11 hilts iithe 1494 Winter
’K 11111

ktilt:.111

s Is
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medalist

Police said some of the flaming missiles
landed about 10 yards away, but the
runner kept up his pace and no one was
hurt.
Greg Louganis worried about failure. but not losing. Gary Knapp,
captain of the U.S. yachting team,
felt sore and sorry after a bicycle accident knocked hint out of the
Games with a separated shoulder.
Before the victories and defeats,
however, came the early evidence
that these Games might serve a
higher purpose, as the Greeks intended more than 2,700 years ago
when the Olympics began.
Three days before 160 countries
send athletes to the opening ceremonies. South Korea celebrated an
agreement to open diplomatic relations with Hungary.
’The exchange of missions will
be a major breakthrough in our overall relationships with East -bloc
countries... said Choi.
Another sign of new amity was
the first landing of a Soviet civilian
plane in Seoul since the Korean peninsula was divided 40 years ago. and
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opeiiiiir2 tem:tits, from NIII Director
lamcs B Wy iigaarden. who ap.
rimmed Mc committee on the in
structions sit Hr. Robert F. Windom,
the assistant HHS secretary for
health
The 1551W surfaced last April when
NIH sought chi:mince for experi.
ments in which hiani cells front a
fetus would he tiansiilanted Into patients suffering moo Parkinson’s
iliscass
\Void, out denied permission. say,111.-stions raised by such re,A;111,iiited caiehil review.
litcscarcheis are hopeful the new
linisities will move useful in treat my Paikinsim’s and a variety of
"Mei diseases such ;is Al/heimer’s
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a Korean Airlines plane crossing Soviet air space for the first time since
KM. 007 was shot down on Sept. I.
1983.
The attack on the Olympic torchbearer came as he ran past Kyungwon University. Police had blocked
the university’s main gate in anticipation of trouble, but students
tossed the firebombs ovear the
school wall.
Four cities put in their final bids
for the 1994 Winter Games and
awaited the decision of the International Olympic Committee on Thursday.
Lillehammer.
Norway.
and
Anchorage, Alaska. were first up before the IOC’s 94th Session, followed by Sofia. Bulgaria and Ostersund. Sweden.
Sofia came in as the consensus favorite, but some members have complained about arm -twisting by the
Bulgarians.

Sept. 16, and the physical agility
exam is the next day. Each applicant
roust successfully complete the follow mg exercises:
Run one and a quarter miles in
less than 12 minutes.
Run 50 yards and scale a ft-foot
wall in less than lb seconds.
Maintain a hanging grip for one
minute

’We don’t just
recruit someone,
hire them on the
spot and put them
in a uniform. We
have standards
too’
Margie Beiderman,
assistant cadet
coordinator

The University Police Department
Drag a dead weight 50 feetiii
is currently recruiting for the next
cadet class. The hiring process is less than 16 seconds.
After passing the physical agility
modeled after the requirements
exam, the applicant will be interfound at most police departments.
viewed. The UPD will also conduct
"We don’t just recruit someone. a complete background check on the
hire him on the spot and put him in a person.
uniform. We have standards too,
If accepted into the cadet prosaid Officer Margie Beiderman. asgram, the candidate will be a "cadet
sistant cadet coordinator.
trainee" and will go through a 10Applicants must be 18 years or week training program.
The first five weeks of training is
older and be students at a local college, not necessarily SJSU. A Cali- known as basic training and consists
fornia State University employment of a minimum of 40 hours of inapplication must be completed and house instruction. The last five
weeks are spent with a field training
returned to UPD for processing.
The deadline to apply is Friday. officer.
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State bonds may be as ailable ti I
th’Slit%
fund rebuilding, he said.
Redevelopment funds hom the
city of San Jose could also he used to
renovate existing apailments in the
vicinity. which would Mei wise
have to be demolished.
These buildings could then he
converted to family. student housing
units Thi, pkin v, as stn.’ 2t..sit:t1 last
year by City Coon, Milan .11111 Beall.
Morrison said.
Fullerton cook’ not be reached for
comment on these onto ill ions.
Dick Staley . 1milllll,. into’ math
t%’ii it finithrw
office directo
did become as ailable Mini the stale
or the cits . the loans would hase to
be repaid.
Public unisersity housing is re
quired by lass to he self sti(ipport
ing, Staley said "That means that
es-en if all.ernatise hinds ale av
able, futtne lents will muse to he an
proximatels comparable to the mai
ket rate.
Ifhi
I were inarried_viii,rd,,,r,:;,n,stkiiii
i,kn
h
st at tte.r; i .0t.I ki;111,1
children)
lainik. Stales
for the
said. "I)oes the 11111 C1511,, 11.1% e .111
’ I
obligation to pros ide
don’t believe so. The unisciii%
1,
first and foremost
provide an education...

SAN JOSE CITY

’

COLLEGE
Fall Mini Semester
September 19 - December 23
Courses include:
Administration of Justice
Athletics & Physical Education
Business Skills
English
Hcalth Science

History
Mathematics
Political Science
Speech
’Word Processing

(Show SJSU ID for express registration)

San Jose City College
2100 Moorpark Avenue
(at Highway 280)
San Jose, California 95128

Are you big enough for an Elephant?
.
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allotted tents to use in treating feta
fives.
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necessarily against the lav, to Ms
criminate on the basis of Imancw1
need. This is the question: Is it
against the law to discriminate
against a class of people because
they have children? 1)o parents constitute a class
Morrison also said Fullerton
hasn’t looked into all as ailable op-

Register today
Call: 288-3700 24 -hr. line 288-3738
or visit the Admissions & Records Office
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